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EVOLUTION OF A SILHOUETTE 

 
 

 

Red rock buried under evergreen, 

but the falls at Sault St. Marie  

prevent supply from reaching demand: 

no break flat bowl Great Lake horizon. 

 

Eighteen-hundred-and-fifty-five: 

locks punched through shelf-rock  

allow twenty-one-foot measured drop;  

earth begins to leak south. 

 

Iron ore from open pit, loaded into 

Columbia, wooden schooner:  

pale smudge on grey sky, 

two-hundred tons per trip. 

 

War converts canvas light 

into steel-hull, steam driven. 

Eighteen-eighty-two Onoko 

“largest freighter yet” – 
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foredeck raised for pilot house, stern raised  

for engine room, in-between slung low  

to hold iron, coal, wheat – 

 a box to cart a thousand tons, profile blunt as need. 

 

Eighteen-ninety-six: expanded locks, expanded 

 profit margin, docks 

and towns and distant cities 

all gilded by expanding market, “great surge of construction.” 

 

Five- and six-hundred-foot-long freighters 

 hump between the hump-backed isles, 

twelve-thousand trips a year,  

try to gouge a route between lake and open sea. 

 

World War One increased demand  

clogs the yards at River Rouge, 

welded transverse arches take 

average load ten-thousand tons. 

 

Rising weight of iron dollar 

Interrupted by Great Depression, 

 wealth remains in frozen earth, 
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as rusted hulls weep white.  

 

When war cuts through (again), new 

freighters forged from slag and scrap  

rush to answer starving mills, 

“supply of ore … unabated.” 

 

Wilfred Sykes launched forty-nine, 

length approaching seven-hundred, 

gross tonnage twenty-thousand, 

the shape she strikes in chill water: “the product of a long tradition.” 

 

Still the lifted prow and aft, still  

amidships flat and low, still 

the underlying bulk: 

dense, dark, triumphant. 

 

 

Nineteen-eighty-one Columbia  

Star, to honor first schooner:   

 a thousand feet of steel that holds 

fifty-thousand tons. 
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“Self-unloading bulk carrier,” self-directed by satellite, 

steers the same glacial track, 

ends upraised, cargo hidden. 

(Later christened American Century.) 

 

Lake to lock to lake, the loads 

-- dust left over from old extractions 

crushed to form iron pellets -- ride 

on belts of man-made shadow. 

 

Across Great Lakes, great floating walls  

strain (still) to carve the sky,  

to mark (again) moving water, 

to bear the weight of iron earth, brief as silhouette. 

 


